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A historian delves into the legendary story of the baby who saved a ship full of Scottish
immigrants from pirates.Meet Mary, ocean-born and named by an infamous pirate. Her birth
saved a group of Scottish immigrants aboard a ship bound for New England in 1720. Halfway
through the grueling voyage, pirates intercepted and captured the vessel. Upon hearing a baby’s
cry, the pirate captain promised to spare the lives of all on board if the mother named her
newborn Mary, allegedly after his beloved mother. The ship arrived safely in Massachusetts, and
Mary lived most of her long life in Londonderry, New Hampshire.Discover the house in Henniker,
New Hampshire, that Mary is said to haunt, and where a pirate purportedly stashed his treasure,
as historian Jeremy D’Entremont separates the facts from the fantastic legends shrouding one of
New England’s most enduring folk tales.

About the AuthorJeremy D'Entremont is a writer, photographer and tour guide whose specialty is
New England maritime history. He is the author of nine books, including The Lighthouses of
Maine, Great Shipwrecks of the Maine Coast and The Lighthouse Handbook: New England.
He's written more than three hundred articles on lighthouses and maritime history, and his
photographs have appeared in countless books, magazines and calendars. He's the historian
and president of the American Lighthouse Foundation and founder of Friends of Portsmouth
Harbor Lighthouses. He has appeared on the History Channel, public television, Travel Channel,
Syfy Channel, WCVB-TV, WMUR-TV and has been heard on National Public Radio speaking
about lighthouses and maritime history. His website on New England lighthouses,
www.lighthouse.cc, was launched in 1997. Jeremy also offers tours based in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire; see www.newenglandlighthousetours.com. He has lectured on and narrated cruises
all along the New England coast. He lives in Portsmouth with his wife, Charlotte Raczkowski,
and their tuxedo cat, Evie. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Hurricane’s Children, popular author Carl Carmer wrote of the Ocean-Born Mary story, “When I
heard all this for the first time, I thought somebody had just made up a fancy story for me that
had few words of truth in it. But now…I’m not sure where truth ends and fancy begins. At any
rate, many folks in New Hampshire love to tell this story on winter evenings before their birch-log
fires, or on their porches on summer evenings when the stars are very bright above the
mountaintops.”There’s no doubt that the story of Ocean-Born Mary had its basis in a factual
1720 incident, but as it’s now often told, it’s laced with embellishments. Most writers on the
subject have followed the famous advice given to Jimmy Stewart’s character in The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance: “When the legend becomes fact, print the legend.”One of my goals as I
began work on this book was to bring to light whatever nuggets of truth I might be able to
surgically extract from the legends that have coagulated around the folktale. Lovers of romance
and mystery might fear that this operation could kill the patient and leave us with a cold
collection of a few names and dates. On the contrary, the truth of Ocean-Born Mary is
fascinating in its own right.The story’s tangents provide us insight into colonial American history
and the rich history of the Ulster Scots, or Scotch-Irish, who came to New England around the
year 1720. As it turned out, my investigative trail led me to evidence that the real pirate captain
who plundered Mary’s ship may have been a much more impressive character than the
fictionalized version who appears in most tellings of the story. I felt like I had unearthed pirate



treasure when I arrived at my conclusions on the subject.I also set out to examine the birth and
growth of the more fanciful elements of the story as it’s now usually told. A popular new twist on
an old story can quickly supplant old versions as “the truth,” particularly when you have a
character like L.M.A. “Gussie” Roy, the man who engineered and capitalized on the revision of
Ocean-Born Mary into a romantic ghost tale.Gussie Roy was not an ill-intentioned man. In fact,
his imaginative storytelling probably sparked a love of American history and antiques in some of
his listeners. I would like nothing more than to go back in time to enjoy one of Gussie’s spooky
tours of his house in Henniker, New Hampshire, that he lovingly—but wrongly—promoted as the
Ocean-Born Mary House.I don’t pretend for a second that this book will stop the story from
being told and retold with still more embellishment. Facts are fixed, but folklore is not—it’s a
dynamic process that never reaches a final destination. I especially enjoy the New Hampshire
historian J. Dennis Robinson’s summing up of the Ocean-Born Mary story: “Drip, drip, drip, the
legend pounds away at the facts, one drop at a time, eroding away the annoying bits of truth and
keeping one more popular New England folk tale alive.”Humans are creative storytellers by
nature, and the tales we tell help to define our culture. I enjoy a good romantic pirate story as
much as the next person, and I’m not closed-minded when it comes to the paranormal. I believe,
however, that we should try to keep our history, legends and ghost stories separate.I’m far from
the first person to point out that the bulk of what has been written about Ocean-Born Mary,
especially in the last few decades, is either distorted or out-and-out fiction; J. Dennis Robinson,
Andrew Rothovius, Alice V. Flanders and Fiona Broome, among others, have written well-
informed articles on the subject.Most of my conclusions are not very different from theirs, but it’s
my hope to flesh out the true story and chronicle the evolution of the legend in greater detail than
what’s already been written. This is a wonderful case study in the development of a legend over
time.I want to express my sincere thanks to everyone who provided pieces, large and small, of
this fascinating historical puzzle. I particularly wish to thank Martha C. Taylor, Barbara Gratton,
Jim McElroy and all of the kind people of the Henniker Historical Society, who were cheerfully
helpful and provided much valuable material.Thanks also to the Tucker Free Library in Henniker;
Kendall Koladish at the Leach Library in Londonderry; David Lee Colglazier and Marilyn Ham of
the Londonderry Historical Society; Wesley G. Balla of the New Hampshire Historical Society;
Alden O’Brien of the Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) Museum in Washington, D.C.;
Marjory O’Toole of the Little Compton (RI) Historical Society; the Keene Public Library; the
Portsmouth Public Library; Donna Gilbreth of the New Hampshire State Library; the Boston
Public Library; the Dartmouth College Library; Fiona Broome; Bob and Terry Stamps; Dick and
Anne Keigher; Tom Manchester; Phillip Seven Esser; James Garvin; Timothy Hughes; Lynn
Bassett; Laurel Thatcher Ulrich; V’léOnica Roberts; and William Marshall, who helped solved the
“Great Puzzle of the Dates.” I also want to thank Jeffrey Saraceno, Ryan Finn and The History
Press for helping to make the preparation of this book a pleasure.And, of course, thanks as
always to my wife, Charlotte Raczkowski, who has graciously (for the most part) humored my
incessant babbling about Ocean-Born Mary for the past several months.I remember learning



about Ocean-Born Mary for the first time close to half a century ago from Keith Ringer, my
childhood buddy back in Lynn, Massachusetts. He and his family toured the so-called Ocean-
Born Mary House in Henniker several times, and I can recall his excitement about the purported
ghost there. I dedicate this book to Keith’s memory.ONCE UPON A TIMEA Legend Is BornIn the
year 1720, a group of Scottish emigrants from the northern part of Ireland left in a small ship
bound for the New England coast. In the middle of their long and grueling voyage across the
Atlantic, a pirate captain and his bloodthirsty crew boarded the emigrant ship.The pirates
plundered everything of value and threatened to kill the passengers and burn the ship. Suddenly,
the pirate captain heard the faint sound of a bawling infant. Going below deck, the pirate captain
found a frightened young woman named Elizabeth Wilson lying in a bed. Agitated by the
terrifying events that had transpired, she had given birth to a daughter only minutes before.The
sight of the tiny baby girl melted the pirate’s cold, cruel heart. He was so moved that he offered
to spare the lives of all on board on a single condition: that Elizabeth would name her child Mary,
after the pirate’s late mother. Elizabeth agreed to this, and the lives of the passengers were
spared.Then, at the pirate captain’s orders, a bundle of silk was presented to the young mother.
“Your child,” he told her, “should wear a dress fashioned from this fabric on her wedding day.” The
pirates departed, and the ship completed a safe voyage to Massachusetts.The woman whose
birth saved the lives of her parents and everyone else on the ship was known for the rest of her
long life as “Ocean-Born Mary.” She settled in the New Hampshire town of Londonderry, and for
many years the residents of the town celebrated a day of thanksgiving on Mary’s birthday, July
28.Mary grew to be a tall, striking, blue-eyed beauty with long, flowing red hair. At the age of
twenty-two, when she married James Wallace, Mary wore a lovely gown made from the silk that
had been given to her mother by the pirate captain. Mary and James Wallace lived happily in the
town of Londonderry, where they raised five children.Some of the details vary from source to
source, but the preceding is presented as a typical telling of the Ocean-Born Mary story as it’s
been related in many sources. Countless versions of the story have appeared in books and
other publications, dating back at least to the mid-1800s. The story’s popularity owes much to
the fact that it combined two elements that have perennial appeal: an ocean voyage with
emigrants seeking a better life in the New World, and an encounter with pirates on the high
seas.Nineteenth-century illustration of Mary Wallace’s grave and the so-called Ocean-Born
Mary House in Henniker, New Hampshire.Particularly from the 1920s on, the tale’s fame has
enjoyed a revival as thick layers of folklorish distortion have been heaped on top of the basic
story—generous helpings of colorful romance, pirate treasure and a haunted house to boot.In
an effort to lay bare the truth behind the legend, let’s begin with a review of the accepted facts,
stripped of the fantastic embellishments that came later.We know that James and Elizabeth
(Fulton) Wilson, who had been married for about a year, voyaged to New England in the summer
of 1720 on a ship full of Scotch emigrants who had been living in the northern part of Ireland.
Elizabeth gave birth during the Atlantic crossing, and her baby was named Mary.Mary went on to
lead a long life as a beloved resident of Londonderry and Henniker, New Hampshire. She



married James Wallace in 1742, and among their descendants were some of the most
prominent residents of New Hampshire in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.During her
lifetime and in the centuries that have followed, she has been known as Ocean-Born Mary or
Ocean Mary. Mary was described as tall, with ivory skin and bright blue eyes. She died in 1814,
and her grave is located in a cemetery near the town hall in Henniker.Those are the undisputed
facts. There are other story elements that are difficult to prove but that may be true. During the
1720 voyage from Ireland, pirates boarded the ship, and Mary was born either just before or
during the pirate siege. The pirate captain, upon discovering the newborn infant, was so moved
that he decided to spare the lives of everyone on board the ship on the condition that Elizabeth
would name her baby Mary, after the pirate’s wife or mother. The captain also presented Mary’s
mother with a gift of Chinese brocaded silk, which was later fashioned into Mary’s wedding
dress.The wild embellishments of the past few decades are mostly easy to disprove, as we’ll
explore later. Following are some of the story elements you’re likely to encounter in recent
versions.Years after his encounter with the infant Mary, the pirate captain retired from the sea.
He built a home on a hill by the Contoocook River in the New Hampshire town of Henniker.
When he learned that Mary’s husband had died, the pirate invited the widow to live at his home
as his housekeeper. One day, Mary was shocked to find the pirate captain dead outside the
house. A rival pirate had come to look for a treasure that he believed might be hidden in the
house, and in a struggle he had slain the captain with his cutlass. In the years since Mary’s
death, many visitors to the Ocean-Born Mary House in Henniker have seen her ghost arriving at
the house in a phantom coach drawn by four horses, her fiery red hair streaming in the wind.So
they say.The Ocean-Born Mary story begins in 1720, so in our examination of the facts it seems
useful to begin with the accounts written closest to that time. While the tale certainly must have
been popular in local oral tradition, the earliest-known published account is from the Portsmouth
(New Hampshire) Journal of February 24, 1849, reprinted from the Exeter News-Letter.The
article began with the statement, “The following facts are related by an intelligent lady, and
connected in direct lineage with the parties, now living.” It continued:In the year 1726 [sic], an
emigrant ship, laden with a band of Scotch-Irish adventurers, sailed for the American continent.
While proceeding on their way across the broad Atlantic, they had the misfortune to fall into the
hands of a band of pirates, who boarded the emigrant vessel, placing her unhappy inmates on
board her own. Among the emigrants was a Mrs. Wilson, whose maiden name was Elizabeth
Fulton; who, excited by the events of their capture, gave birth prematurely to an infant daughter.
The captain of this pirate band, himself being a father, was induced to tender to the unfortunate
lady every assistance in his power, allowing her to occupy the cabin of the vessel, granting her
every comfort their situation afforded; and the pirates were constrained to release their hold
upon the unfortunate adventurers, and suffered them to proceed on their voyage with all their
effects, save a few muskets and some ammunition which the pirates retained. The Captain also
gave her several valuable presents and relics, some of which are now in the hands of a
namesake now living in Michigan, with the promise that the child should be named for the



Captain’s wife, Mary. The anniversary of this remarkable deliverance was devoutly
commemorated as a day of annual thanksgiving by the early settlers during the whole of that
generation.The article went on to recount the illustriousness of Mary’s many descendants, who
were “remarkable for their intelligence and enterprise.” It concluded by quoting Mary herself:In
olden times when the early settlers were grouped together, and used to relate the place of their
nativity, some would say it was on this side of the water, and some on that, but Mrs. Wallace
would say, “Indeed, I was born neither on this side or that side o’ the water, nor anywhere else on
God’s green earth” to the no small astonishment of the young ones.The fact that the wrong year
is given for the event doesn’t discredit the rest of the account; it could have been an error of
transcription or typesetting. The fact that the account was written only thirty-five years after
Mary’s death, and that it is attributed to a relative of Mary, would seem to lend it
credence.Another early published account appears in Reverend Edward L. Parker’s 1851
volume, History of Londonderry: Comprising the Towns of Derry and Londonderry, N.H. There
are only two significant differences between Parker’s 1851 description and the 1849 newspaper
article, other than minor differences in wording. Parker provides a more detailed description of
the presents given to Mary’s mother, and he states that Mary was born on board the pirate ship.
The pirates, wrote Parker, gave Mrs. Wilson “some valuable articles of apparel, among which
was a silk dress, pieces of which are still retained among her descendants as memorials of her
peril and of her deliverance.” Interestingly, neither the 1849 nor 1851 account give a date, other
than the year, for Mary’s birth.Parker (1785–1850) was pastor of the First Parish Church in Derry,
New Hampshire, for about forty years. Derry in those days was part of Londonderry. According to
Rick Holmes, former chairman of the Derry Heritage Commission, “In his Derry parish of 2,000
souls, he [Parker] personally knew the name of every child by sight.” A contemporary wrote that
Parker “possessed a mind of a high order, strong, and quick of apprehension.” Parker had the
reputation of being the best pastor in the state; he founded New Hampshire’s first Sunday school
and first temperance union.Parker’s book on Londonderry, published by his son a year after his
death, is still highly regarded as an important and accurate early history of the area. In addition,
it’s possible that Parker knew Mary herself; she lived in Londonderry until 1798, when Parker
was about thirteen years old. It’s believed that he knew Mary’s daughter, Elizabeth Patterson,
who lived until 1833, quite well. He most likely knew Mary’s sons, her grandchildren and many
other relatives and friends. In other words, Edward L. Parker’s account would seem to be
reliable.Edward L. Parker, author of the 1851 History of Londonderry.With the basic story
established, let’s begin a closer examination of the details.SOME HISTORICAL CONTEXTThe
Ocean-Born Mary tale is one thread of the story of a remarkable immigration of a unique group
of people to the New World in the 1700s. Before they left their home to start a new life, Mary’s
parents, James and Elizabeth Wilson, were among a large population of Scots living in Ulster, in
the northern part of Ireland.The Ulster Scots imagined the world across the ocean to be a place
of religious tolerance and economic promise. One historian wrote, “Their imagined America
seemed to offer economic opportunities they had come to expect, religious freedom they had



never enjoyed, and the unity they had lost.”An estimated 200,000 of the people known as Ulster
Scots immigrated to what would become the United States between 1717 and 1785. In the New
World, they were, and are, commonly (and misleadingly) referred to as Scotch-Irish, or Scots-
Irish. Author and U.S. Senator Jim Webb has suggested that as many as 27 million Americans
have some degree of Scotch-Irish heritage.Ulster, which occupies the northern third of Ireland,
had seen a great influx of Scottish and English people in the seventeenth century. They began
arriving in especially large numbers with the development of the organized colonization effort
known as the Plantation of Ulster in 1609. The Scottish colonists who flooded into Ulster in the
1600s were primarily from southwest Scotland, and they were mostly Presbyterian. About
100,000 Scottish Presbyterians moved to Ulster between 1607 and 1690.The primary purpose
of the colonization was to stifle rebellion; the Gaelic people of the Ulster region had been openly
resistant to English rule during the 1500s. The English defeated the Irish chieftains of the region
in the Nine Years’ War (1594–1603), which devastated Ulster.King James I emphasized the
need to inhabit Ulster, “being now depopulated and wasted, with English and Scottish men; and
the carrying of men, cattle, corn and all other commodities from England and Scotland into the
said territories.”James believed that the Scottish were suited to the adventure of resettling in
Ulster. “The Scots are a middle temper,” he wrote, “between the English tender breeding and the
Irish rude breeding and are a great deal more likely to adventure to plant Ulster than the
English.”Many of the native Gaelic Irish natives were forced from their homes with the arrival of
the Scotch and English settlers, and the newcomers were plagued by thievery and attacks by
the dispossessed Irish.At the same time, civil wars were being fought in England, Ireland and
Scotland, with the native Irish openly rebelling against the English and Scottish planters in the
1640s. The English took firm control of Ulster following a twelve-year war.One of the most
celebrated events in Ulster Scot history is the 1689 Siege of Londonderry. In 1688, James II, the
Catholic king of England, was deposed by his Protestant daughter, Mary, and her husband,
William of Orange, in the bloodless coup known as the Glorious Revolution. James incited his
Irish supporters, and with the help of French troops, he captured Dublin.In the spring of 1689,
James’s forces attacked the fortified city of Londonderry, a stronghold of the Protestant Ulster
Scots. (The city’s original name was Derry, but it was later changed by investors from London.)
The residents of Londonderry refused to surrender. During the siege of more than one hundred
days, about half the city’s population of about eight thousand died, mostly of starvation. Others
survived by eating dogs, cats and mice.After 105 days, legend has it that a twelve-year-old
named James McGregor fired a signal cannon from the cathedral tower; British ships had
arrived. The attacking force was driven from Londonderry, and food was brought to the residents.
James McGregor would later lead a group of Ulster Scots to Londonderry, New
Hampshire.There was a large new wave of Scottish immigration to Ulster in the 1690s, when
many thousands of families fled the famine that raged in Scotland. By 1720, the Scottish
Presbyterians made up the majority of Ulster’s population. Six of Ulster’s nine counties now
make up Northern Ireland, created as a division of the United Kingdom in 1921. The Ulster Scots



remain a major ethnic group in the region today.A series of bad harvests in Ulster between 1714
and 1719 led to a recession in the linen industry and helped to trigger the wave of immigration to
America. Increasingly high rent on land leased from the Crown was another factor, and the
Ulster Scots were also compelled to pay one-tenth of their income to support the Church of
England. Irish Catholics, with whom they had little in common, surrounded the Scottish
Presbyterians in Ulster.The immigration of Ulster Scots to America began in 1717, and they
began arriving in large numbers by 1718. (A single ship, the Eagle Wing, had tried to sail to
Boston in 1636 with 140 Ulster Scots aboard, but it turned back.) The ships that carried the
Ulster Scots to America were not designed to carry large numbers of people; they were small
and often overcrowded. There’s some uncertainty about the numbers, but it appears that five or
six ships arrived in Boston from Ulster in 1718, none larger than seventy tons.Some of the Ulster
Scots struck out on their own, but most stayed together in groups. The so-called Scotch-Irish
were not the only people coming from Ireland; there were also Irish immigrants arriving in great
numbers.Both the Irish and the Ulster Scots were not always welcomed in Boston. Reverend
Cotton Mather expressed his fears in his diary in August 1718: “But what shall be done for the
great number of people that are transporting themselves thither from ye North of Ireland?”An
ordinance was passed in 1720 that directed “certain families recently arriving from Ireland to
move off.” In 1723, immigrants from Ulster were ordered to register with Boston’s selectmen. The
poverty of the new arrivals seems to have been at least as much a factor as religious bigotry in
the anti-immigrant behavior of the New Englanders, who feared that the “confounded Irish will
eat us up.”
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Steven P. Marini, “I needed a good source for research and this is it. I'm writing a fictional
mystery that has elements from the history of Ocean Born Mary, the development of the legend
and some 1970s characters and shenanigans, including murder, of course. I needed a good
source for research and this is it. If you're not writing, you'll find this work entertaining and fun.
There are photos of the old house and a well researched narrative that I found very helpful and
fun.  If you're at all interested in legends and how they can develop, you'll enjoy this fine work.”

J.P., “Excellent investigation into a New Hampshire legend.. Painstakingly researched and
thoroughly entertaining.”

phillipseven, “Getting the facts straight. Finally, the Wallace line gets the real story of OBM right -
this fun read goes beyond the family history and shedding light on the so-called ghost story, but
provides us with a contextual history of the Ulster Scots. Very thorough and well done!”
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